We define an intelligent user interface or IUI as (part of) an app that interacts with a user in a way that’s responsive to the user’s changing needs at the time of interaction. That is, an IUI provides functionality in a way that is adaptive to specific users and to their specific contexts of usage, as those contexts arise and change in the field. Typically, an IUI would construct and maintain a model of the user and the user’s context. As part of doing so, an IUI would capture relevant aspects of the user’s profile (possibly including demographic information), interaction and communication history, goals, preferences, social relationships, traits such as personality, and physiological and psychological states. Not every IUI needs all these aspects, but depending upon the underlying purpose of the app and how ambitious its designers are, an IUI might capture more or fewer of them.

Examples of IUIs include tools that support calendars and navigation (such as Google Now); dialogue apps (such as Apple’s Siri); and games — both those on fixed devices and those that are inherently mobile (such as Pokémon Go).

IUIs can function effectively only because of the information they collect or access about each user. Some information might be provided by any of the following:

- directly from the user (such as your age and sex);
- user-allowed access to other services (such as your email content, friend lists, and such);
- explicit interactions with the user (such as through your prior queries and their results);
- data implicitly gathered about the user (such as from the locations you visited or the locations where you played a particular game);
- explicit requests from the IUI (for example, if it asks whether you would you like to receive this call); and
- inferred user interactions (such as your preference for less-interactive content during the morning and late at night).

Armed with this information, an IUI seeks to offer an enhanced user experience by figuring out the user’s goals and preferences and acting accordingly.

Under weak assumptions of how users behave or by learning such patterns across the entire body of users, an IUI can figure out additional details about a user that the user might never have realized were being revealed. For example, it isn’t farfetched to guess that a user’s home or work is one of the locations at which a user is most frequently present or one of the origin locations from where the user most often searches for routes to other locations. In addition, users (even those who work and live in the same locations) would have mutually distinct trajectories on a day-to-day basis — thus, users’ trajectories can serve as pseudonyms for them.

Increasingly, privacy is recognized as a major concern. The privacy risks of games have received public and congressional attention (see www.franken.senate.gov/files/letter/160712_PokemonGO.)
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pdf). As IUIs collect more types and amounts of data on users, the associated risk of disclosure increases. Moreover, privacy is more than a concern about access to information; it includes considerations such as infringement on a person’s autonomy, intrusion into private space, and loss of dignity. A proper understanding of privacy not only can help us reduce avoidable risks, but by doing so, also reduce the so-called “chilling effect” of government or corporate surveillance on people’s behaviors, and thereby enhance the potential individual and societal value of modern intelligent apps.

Why IUIs Are on the Rise: Potential Benefits
IUIs are expanding because they’re valuable. As the available information and decisions grow, there’s an increasing need to select appropriately among them. In addition, user time, attention, and effort are increasingly at a premium as information technology is deployed in more and more natural settings, not merely in your office. As a result, users do need greater support in their decision making, and such support must accommodate the user’s needs by taking into account a rich model of the user.

In simple terms, what IUIs offer is intelligent discrimination between numerous raw possibilities to select actions that best capture a user’s goals. For example, if the authors (based in Raleigh, North Carolina) are looking for an address in Durham, they more likely than fixed rules, however. For example, if an email indicates an airline ticket booked to Tees Valley Airport, then maybe it’s the UK’s Durham that’s salient, though with the origin set to Tees Valley Airport.

Likewise, a game or an educational app might choose between challenges to present to a user based on how tired or competent the user is — better players or students get harder challenges so they won’t be bored and others get simpler challenges so they won’t be frustrated. This is nothing but an application of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s idea of the flow channel, and is a commonplace tenet in game design. Of course, to support such functionality presupposes determining how competent, tired, or anxious the user is.

Privacy Risks
In a nutshell, IUIs bring forth the following tension: To operate effectively, they need to acquire or construct rich information about the user. The most valuable of such information is potentially sensitive and revealing; it can pose a threat to the user’s safety, finances, or dignity (just imagine if it becomes known that you’re the slowest student in your class).

Privacy risks arise in a variety of settings. For example, if you stored a “home” location on your navigation app on your phone, a criminal who steals your phone can then navigate to your home as well to rob or attack you. We don’t emphasize such risks in this article, because they rely upon an external attack on an IUI or a device. Instead, we primarily consider risks where the attack is through the app itself. An example of such an attack would be where your navigation app routes you by an ice cream shop or a pub on your way home, based on the assumption that a subtle suggestion (when you’re tired at the end of a long day of walking or driving) might cause you to visit such an establishment.

Extracting and Disseminating Information
Information can be extracted from machine learning models that have been trained, even if the original data isn’t accessible. Such models function as a form of data compression of a subset of the user’s private data, capturing the nuggets of information that are potentially most sensitive for the user. In many cases, the user might not have known that sensitive data was being collected, because it’s hidden within routine data, but machine learning brings it forward. For example, consider an IUI that learns a user’s preferences over time for the purpose of improving user productivity. In this example, the IUI might learn artifacts about the user that aren’t explicitly related to the task, such as the time that the user wakes up in the morning or what times of day the user isn’t productive. Neither the user nor the app developer might have realized that this information was contained within the learned data.

If the IUI were to disclose such sensitive information to others, that would be a privacy risk. For example, if your calendar informed your boss that you began work not at 8:00 a.m. but at 10:00 a.m., that might be significant. The outcome might be just as harmful if the calendar informed your clients that you were available at 8:00 a.m. but not ready to talk to them, simply because you were reserving the time for “more important” tasks.

Probing Users
An IUI doesn’t merely have to passively observe a user; it can actively probe a user by presenting carefully chosen alternatives to a user as a way to learn about the user’s physiological or psychological state. From the choices the user makes, an IUI can potentially infer information about whether the user is depressed or dieting, and can estimate other psychographic measures related to decision fatigue. Recent work has suggested that decision fatigue and ego depletion may be at least somewhat specious (or at least not reliably reproducible), calling some question on the validity of some previous studies. However, a widely deployed app that
performs empirical analysis doesn’t have to work in general, only in its particular setting. Such an app can quickly gather actionable empirical results far larger than academic studies, possibly incentivizing the developer to keep the data proprietary for commercial gain. If an IUI can, in some way, utilize some aspect of decision fatigue, the user can be controlled in unusual ways.

Compromising Security and Identity
Many authentication protocols rely upon bringing out shared secrets. For example, credit card transactions often require stating the customer’s home address to corroborate that the customer is legitimate. And, when a situation raises some red flags, credit card companies ask users to verify which transactions they carried out at which sites—presuming that only the genuine user would know of them. But a location-based app might be able to guess your home address as well as brick-and-mortar establishments you’ve visited where you might have made purchases. So a rogue IUI can easily help compromise your security and identity.

Directly Manipulating Autonomy
We define direct manipulation of autonomy as partial or total control over a user’s actions characterized by a moderate to high probability of success for any given interaction. In other words, it’s likely that a user experiencing this form of manipulation will have a high likelihood of being coerced into doing something they otherwise wouldn’t have done. These types of manipulations might or might not require private information to work, but they might be enhanced by private data or personally identifiable information (better known as PII) and they could yield private data or PII.

Dark patterns, wherein a user interface is crafted to trick users into performing a particular task, are instances of attacks that directly manipulate autonomy (see http://darkpatterns.org). An example of a dark pattern is a navigation app that repeatedly asks, until you agree, if you would like to permanently allow the service provider to collect detailed data from your phone to improve your results. By frustrating the user enough, such an app in effect coerces the user to agree after a few episodes: subsequently, the user might forget having granted this permission or be unable to find a way to rescind the permission.

Indirectly Manipulating Autonomy
We define indirect manipulation of autonomy as partial control over a user’s actions, characterized by an extremely low probability of success in manipulation at any given interaction. In other words, a successful manipulation either requires exposure to a large audience, numerous exposures to the same user, or both.

Examples of indirect manipulation of autonomy are advertisements, layouts of interfaces, hardware, or other interactions that yield slight differences in behavior in aggregation. Changes in interfaces, for example, relate to what’s called choice architecture,10 where the choices being encouraged are given prominence or made easier. For example, many casual games have in-game purchases that allow the player to advance more quickly through difficult or frustrating parts of the game. The game developer can present the player the option to purchase an item that will increase the chances of speeding through the difficult section at the most opportune times. By gathering data en masse about players, various analytical techniques can indicate when players are most likely to make a purchase and how to improve retention when players are about to stop playing the game, enabling developers to capitalize on these tendencies.

Aggregate data about individuals can drive indirect manipulation of autonomy by giving those who employ such information means to measure, classify, and segment their target audiences while empirically testing the results of their indirect manipulations.

Casual mobile games exemplify an IUI that could deplete self-control, increase cognitive load, and present the user with the option to make decisions against their better judgment. Popular games—such as Clash of Clans, Candy Crush Saga, and Pokémon GO—feature numerous decisions that each seem vitally important yet don’t generally alter the long-term course of a player’s experience. Although game developers generally seek to increase revenue by improving the user’s experience,11 a deceitful actor could apply such techniques to exploit a user by presenting decisions precisely at times when the user is at a disadvantage.

Prospects for Mitigation
How can we mitigate the foregoing risks without losing the benefits of IUls?

Ethical IUI Design
A straightforward approach is to push for stronger standards for ethics among content and service providers who create or utilize IUls. A combination of industry standards, social norms, legislation, Institutional Review Board (IRB) practices, and certifications could mitigate some privacy concerns when deploying commercial services. Although some developers of IUls consider complex ethical matters,12 privacy doesn’t have ubiquitous support due to numerous cultural factors that can make privacy appear to be a minor concern.13

Architectural Solutions and Open Standards
Sound architecture and algorithms can enhance privacy while allowing providers access to the data and analytics needed in IUls. Differential privacy guarantees protection in some situations by adding noise or resampling data.14 Contextual middleware15 provides a high-level API to IUI apps that hides user-specific sensor data and
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reveals only the user’s readiness for an intelligent action by the app. These two approaches could be adapted for IUIs by weakening the connection between the decisions needed in a game and the user’s state.

**User Agents**

User agents — originating in a trusted operating system or device, and which reflect the user’s interests — can help a user cope with privacy threats from IUIs. Similar techniques have proved valuable for low-level aspects, such as browser fingerprinting (for example, see Secret Agent; www.dephormation.org.uk/?page=81). Here we have in mind agents that accommodate richer models of threats to users than mere traceability of actions.

Agents could filter input data on the front end or notify a user when there’s an increased risk of compromising sensitive information. For example, an agent could determine which data fields are necessary for a service and which are risky given the user’s interests. An agent could provide correct data for legitimate purposes (the address needed for shipping) and fill in randomized data to enhance privacy in other cases (randomizing birthdates, for example, without affecting determination of adulthood).

Agents could filter on the back end, by monitoring content transmitted and API calls, such as Android and iOS support app permissions. Or the agent could act as a content-aware firewall and analyze and filter data before it’s sent to the service provider. If a game is sending a user’s contact list to a third party, such an agent could block the content from being sent.

Agents presuppose an open architecture. Given technological and legal ways — “walled gardens” — by which platform and content vendors restrict users’ ability to automatically interact with software,16 such agents might not be viable. This situation only highlights the need for openness, possibly through government regulation.

**Economic Models**

Defending yourself in an environment that includes hostile agents or contentious resources often requires nontrivial resource expenditure, or at least signaling a commitment to expend nontrivial resources, regardless of the domain. A person’s private information and identity are valuable in many contexts, and IUIs are a key component in the arms race between privacy and exploitation, and between different vested interests, such as service providers and ad blockers.17

Game-theoretic approaches, which concern strategies of competing players (here, IUI providers and users), can help develop mechanisms that optimize some objective. We conjecture that techniques developed to protect physical infrastructure18 can be enhanced for IUIs.

**Provenance and Auditablety**

If we can store how analyses and decisions are derived from some data, we can verify whether the data were used in a way unintended by the user. Blockchain technologies provide a way to store data (typically publicly) such that only holders of a cryptographic key can compute on and validate the content. Potentially, privacy-preserving blockchain contracts19 might be extended to support a provenance mechanism, such that any transaction or analysis that depends on any other data could indicate which data it depends on without giving away the content.

As illustration, suppose an IUI provider is contractually bound to explain its decisions. That is, it might use personal data about users, but must store all analyses and decisions in a blockchain with references to specific data from which it was derived. A user could audit the blockchain to verify if any of his or her data was used for purposes outside the contract’s scope. Tools would help perform the audit. This approach, however, is far from perfect. The relationships between the private data stored in the blockchain could reveal sensitive information about the user or trade secrets of the IUI provider.
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